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Abstract 
It is shown that the nonexistence of a Luzin set is equivalent to a (supposedly ZFC) 
statement by M.E. Rudin which gives conditions under which ccc and hereditary LindelGfness 
are equivalent for products of (totally) ordered spaces. By slightly modifying these condi- 
tions, a (perhaps strongest) true result is obtained. 
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A Luzin set is an uncountable subset of the real line R having countable 
intersection with every first category set. Luzin sets exist under CH but fail to exist 
under MA + 7 CH (e.g. see 13, pp. 204-2051). 
Let X be a topological space and let < be a total order on the underlying set 
of X. Then ( X, < > is a (totally) ordered space (also called a LOTS) if the open 
rays in the underlying set of X ordered by < form a subbase for the topology on 
X. The pair (X, < ) is a GO space if it is embeddable by an order-preserving map 
into an ordered space. For simplicity, X will be used in place of (X, Q ) when 
referring to an ordered or a GO space. A jump point in a GO space is an element 
whose set of predecessors or set of successors is closed. See [2] for more details on 
ordered and GO spaces and related topics such as gaps and pseudogaps. 
Given an ordered space P and A c P, let aA P denote (P x (0)) u (A x (1)) 
with the lexicographic order topology. (Note that a,P is obtained from P by 
replacing each point of A by two points, i.e., by splitting the points of A.) 
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In [6] the following statement appears. Let X and Y be hereditarily Lindelof 
ordered spaces in which all nowhere dense subsets are second countable. Then 
XX Y is ccc iff it is hereditarily Lindelof. This statement is consistently false, and 
it has been used in a number of papers. Moreover since ccc and hereditary 
Lindelijfness are equivalent for ordered spaces, the inclusion above of the heredi- 
tary Lindelofness of X and Y is a red herring. (1 have liked this term ever since it 
appeared in [5].) Hence consider the following. 
Let X and Y be ordered spaces in which all nowhere dense 
sets are second countable. Then XX Y is ccc iff it is 
hereditarily Lindeliif. (*> 
However Rudin intended (*> for X and Y Souslin lines where each separable 
subset is nowhere dense; in this case the result is true. (As general information 
note that any Souslin line S has a quotient space which is a Souslin line with no 
separable nonempty open interval. Just take the maximal separable intervals of S 
as the equivalence classes.) 
After Lemma 1 we give a counterexample to (*). 
Lemma 1. The weight of a GO space equals its density plus the cardinality of its set of 
jump points. (For ordered spaces see the insert of [l]. This immediately generalizes to 
GO spaces.) 
Example. Let L be a Luzin set in [w and X be a,R. 
Let q : X-t R be the canonical quotient map; i.e., q(( r, i)) = r for each r E R 
and i E (0, 1). 
Since IF! is connected, X has no isolated point. Hence q-‘(Q) is dense in X, 
where Q is the rationals. So X is a separable ordered space. 
A subset S of X is nowhere dense in X iff q(S) is nowhere dense in R since q 
is order preserving and the image under q of a nonempty open interval has 
nonempty interior. Thus every nowhere dense subset of X has countable intersec- 
tion with L X {O, 1). Therefore every nowhere dense subset of X is second 
countable by Lemma 1. 
Of course, X2 is ccc since it is separable. Yet X2 is not hereditarily Lindeliif 
since {((r, O), (r, 1)): r E L} is an uncountable discrete subset as witnessed by the 
collection {Ix: x < (r, 0)) X (y : y a (r-,1)}: r EL) of clopen rectangles. 
The following is possibly the strongest theorem which approximates (*>. The 
construction in our first paragraph is similar to the proof of the first theorem in [6]. 
Theorem 2 also is used in an example in [4] which originally depended upon (*). 
Theorem 2. Let X be GO space and Y be a hereditarily Lindelof space such that all 
separable subsets of X and all nowhere dense subsets of Y are second countable. Then 
X X Y is ccc iff it is hereditarily Lindeliif. 
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Proof. Let X and Y satisfy the hypothesis. Since hereditary Lindelijfness always 
implies ccc, let XX Y be ccc. Hence X and Y are hereditarily Lindelof. To show 
XX Y is hereditarily Lindeliif, it is sufficient to show that each nonempty open 
subset of XX Y is Lindelof. So let U CX X Y be open and 22 be an open cover of 
U. Let 77” be a maximal family of pairwise disjoint nonempty open rectangles of U 
of the form Z x J, where I is a convex subset of X and I x J is contained in some 
member of %(. Hence U y is dense in U. Since XX Y is ccc, M is countable. Let 
9 be the set of all Z used in the construction of members of V. For each Z ~4 
choose a countable subset D, of Z which is both coinitial and cofinal in Z; this is 
possible since ccc implies that I contains no strictly monotone sequence of length 
WI. 
Let D = U , E,PDI. By the hypothesis D is second countable since it is a 
separable subset of X. Hence D X Y is hereditarily Lindelbf. 
Suppose that U - (D X Y) # 0, since otherwise we are done. Since X is ccc, 
X-D= IJ n < w X, where the X,, are pairwise disjoint convex open subsets of X. 
Let n<o such that (X,xY)nU#@. For each IXJE’Y such that ZnX,#Q), 
we must have Z xX, by the construction of D,. So (X, x Y,> (7 U = (X, x Y) n (U 
- U ?7) where Y, = r,<(X, x Y> n (U - U ‘3’“)) and rTTy : XX Y + Y is the projec- 
tion map. Thus by the definition of X,,, Y, is nowhere dense in Y since lJ V is 
open and dense in U. Therefore Y, is second countable by the hypothesis, and so 
X x Y, is hereditarily Lindelof. 
By the definitions of the X,, and the Y,, U - U z;C U n ,,(X x Y,) U (D X Y>. 
Finally, since ‘P is countable and D x Y and each of the countably many X x Y, is 
hereditarily Lindelof, 22 has a countable subcover. 0 
Lemma 3. Let P be a dense-in-itself separable GO space. Then there exist A c [O, 11 
and an order-preserving dense embedding e : P + a,[O, 11, where [0, l] is the unit 
interval in [w and e(P) n {(a, O), (a, 1)) = PI for each a EA. 
Proof. Let P satisfy the hypothesis, d(P) be the Dedekind compactification of P, 
and P’ be the quotient space of d(P) obtained by identifying each pair of adjacent 
jump points of d(P). (See [l, p. 41 for the definition of the Dedekind compactifica- 
tion-also called the smallest ordered compactification-of an ordered space. 
Informally, considering the gaps in an ordered space to be holes, the Dedekind 
compactification adds one point to each hole. This naturally generalizes to GO 
spaces by adding a point to each gap or pseudogap.) Hence P’ is infinite, compact, 
connected, ordered, and second countable. So there is an isomorphism i : P’ + 
[O, 11. Let A be the image under i of all points of P’ obtained by identifying pairs 
of points in d(P). Since each such pair has nonempty intersection with P, the 
conclusion follows for this a,[O, 11. q 
Theorem 4. The nonexistence of a Luzin set is equivalent to (*>. 
Proof. By the Example we need only assume that there are no Luzin sets. Let X 
and Y satisfy the hypothesis of (*I, and let XX Y be ccc. 
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Let S be a separable subset of X. Now S = P U Q where P is dense in itself, Q 
is scattered, and P n Q = 0. Since X is hereditarily Lindelof, Q is countable. By 
Lemma 3 there exists an order-preserving dense embedding e : P + a,[O, 11 such 
that e(P) n ((a, O), (a, 1)) + fl for each a EA. Let 4 : a,[O, 11 + 10, 11 be the 
canonical quotient map. Then A is countable since otherwise there would exist a 
nowhere dense subset N of R such that A n N is uncountable; this would imply 
that the uncountable subset (4 0 e)-‘(A n N) of jump points of P is nowhere 
dense and (by Lemma 1) not second countable-a contradiction to the hypothesis 
of (*). 
Therefore by Lemma 1, u,[O, 11 is second countable, and hence P is also second 
countable. Thus, again by Lemma 1, S is second countable. 
So by Theorem 2, (*) holds. 0 
Question. ’ In Theorem 2 can the condition “all nowhere dense subsets of Y are 
second countable” be dropped? In particular, is the product of a Souslin line and 
the double arrow space hereditarily Lindelof? 
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’ S. Todorcevic recently answered the second half of this question in the affirmative. Applying Theorem 
2 to this solution answers the entire question in the affirmative when Y is a GO space. 
